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1 introductionIn the Active Learning paradigm [3] the learner is given access to a stream ofunlabeled samples, drawn at random from a �xed and unknown distribution andfor every sample the learner decides whether to query the teacher for the label.Complexity in this context is measured by the number of requests directed tothe teacher along the learning process. The reasoning comes from many real lifeproblems where the teacher's activity is an expensive resource. For example, ifone would like to design a program that classi�es articles into two categories(\interesting" and \non-interesting") then the program may automatically scanas many articles as possible (e.g. through the Internet). However, articles whichthe program needs the teacher's comment (tag) - the teacher must actually read,and that is a costly task. The Query By Committee (QBC) algorithm [11] is anActive Learning algorithm acting in the Bayesian model of concept learning[8] i.e. it assumes that the concept to be learned is chosen according to some�xed distribution known to the learning algorithm. The algorithm uses threeoracles: The Sample oracle returns a random sample x, the Label oracle returnsthe label(tag) for a sample, and the Gibbs oracle returns a random hypothesisfrom the version space. The algorithm gets two parameters - accuracy (�) andreliability (�) - and works as follows:1. Call Sample to get a random sample x.2. Call Gibbs twice to obtain two hypotheses and generate two predictions forthe label of x.3. If the predictions are not equalThen call Label to get the correct label for x.4. If Label was not used for the last tk1 consecutive samples, where k is thecurrent number of labeled samples,Then call Gibbs once and output this last hypothesisElse return to the beginning of the loop (step 1).A natural mean for tracing the progress of the learning process is the rate atwhich the size of the version space decreases. We adopt the notion of informationgain as the measure of choice for the analysis of the learning process:De�nition 1 (Haussler et. al. [8]). Let Vx = fh 2 Vjh(x) = c(x)g be theversion space after sample x had been labeled{ The instantaneous information gain is I(x; c(x)) = � logPrh2V [h 2 Vx]{ The expected information gain of a sample x to isG(xjV) = H(Prh2V [h(x) = 1]) (1)= Prh2V [h(x) = 1] � I(x; 1) + Prh2V [h(x) = �1] � I(x;�1)where H is the binary entropy, i.e. H(p) = �p log p� (1� p) log(1� p):1 tk = 2�2(k+1)23�� ln 2�2(k+1)23� is a correction of the expression given at ([6]).



Theorem 1 (Freund et. al. [6]). If a concept class C has VC-dimension 0 <d <1 and the expected information gain from the queries to Label Oracle madeby QBC are uniformly lower bounded by g > 0 bits, then the following holds withprobability larger than 1� � over the choice of the target concept, the sequenceof samples, and the choices made by QBC:1. The number of calls to Sample is m0 = ( d��g )O(1).2. The number of calls to Label is smaller then2 k0 = 10(d+1)g ln 4m0� .3. The algorithm guarantees thatPrc;h;QBC [Prx[h(x) 6= c(x)] � �] � � (2)The main theme governing the proof of this theorem is the capability tobound the number of queries made by QBC in terms of g, the lower bound forthe expected information gain: If the algorithm asks to tag all m samples thenPr �Pmi G(xijV) � (d+ 1)(log �md )� < dem , meaning the accumulated informa-tion gain grows logarithmically with m. Obviously, when �ltering out samplesthe accumulated information gain cannot be larger. On the other hand, kg is alower bound on the accumulated expected information gain from k tagged sam-ples. These two observations suggest that kg � (d + 1)(log �md ), which resultsin a bound on k and implies that the gap between consecutive queried samplesis expected to grow until the stop-condition will be satis�ed. Theorem 1 canbe augmented to handle general class of �ltering algorithms: Let L be an algo-rithm that �lters out samples based on an internal probability assignment andprevious query results. Using a stop-condition identical to the one used by theQBC algorithm and following the basic steps at the proof of theorem 1, one mayconclude similar bounds on the number of calls L makes to Sample and Labeloracles.By stating a lower bound on the expected information gain, Freund et. al.were able to identify several classes of concepts as learnable by the QBC algo-rithm. Among them are classes of perceptrons (linear separators) de�ned by avector w such that for any sample x:cw(x) = �+1; if x �w > 0�1; otherwise (3)with the restriction that the version space distribution is known to the learnerand both sample space and version space distributions are almost uniform. Aquestion which was left open is how to e�ciently implement the Gibbs oracle andthus reduce QBC to a standard learning model (using only Sample and Labeloracles). It turns out that this question falls naturally into a class of approximat-ing problems which got much attention in recent years: How to get an e�cientapproximation of volume or random sampling of rather complex de�ned and dy-namically changing spaces. Moreover, unraveling the meaning of random walks2 k0 = O(log 1�� ) results in an exponential gap between the number of queries madeto Label, comparing to \regular" algorithms.



employed by these approximate counting methods seems to have interesting im-plications in learning theory. Let us focus on the problem of randomly selectinghypotheses from the version space and limit our discussion to classes of linearseparators: There are several known algorithms for �nding a linear separator(e.g. the perceptron algorithm), but none of them su�ce since we need to ran-domly select a separator in the version space. A possible straightforward solutionis the use of the Monte Carlo mechanism: Assuming (as later we do) that thelinear separators are uniformly distributed, we randomly select a point in theunit sphere3, identifying this point as a linear separator, and check whether it isin the version space. If not, proceed with the sampling until a consistent separa-tor will be selected. This process yields several problems, the most important ofwhich is e�ciency. Recall that the QBC algorithm assumes a lower bound g > 0for the expected information gain from queried samples. Let p � 1=2 be suchthat H(p) = g. Having k tagged samples, the probability to select a consistentseparator is smaller then (1 � p)k. This implies that the expected number ofiterations the Monte Carlo algorithm makes until it �nds a desired separator isgreater then (1� p)�k. If the total number of samples the algorithm uses is m,and k is the number of tagged samples, then the computational complexity is atleast 
(m(1�p)�k). Plugging in the expected value for k in the QBC algorithm,i.e. 10(d+1)g ln 4m� , the Monte Carlo implementation results in a computationalcomplexity exponential in g, d (the VC-dimension, i.e. n + 1 in our case) andalso a depends on m2. Furthermore, if the version space decreases faster then it'sexpected value, then �nding a consistent linear separator will take even longertime. The algorithms we suggest in this paper work in time polynomial in n; gand depend on mkO(1), i.e., they are exponentially better in terms of the VC-dimension and g and also have better polynomial factors in terms of m. We alsoavoid the problem of rapid decrease in the size of the version space by employinga detecting condition.1.1 Mathematical NotationThe sample space 
, is assumed to be a subset of <n and therefore a sample isa vector in <n. A linear separator is a tuple fv; o�setg where v is a vector in <nand o�set 2 <. To simplify notation we shall assume that each sample x is takenfrom <n+1 forcing x1 = 1. Hence a linear separator is just a vector in <n+1.Theconcept to be learned is assumed to be chosen according to a �xed distribution Dover <n+1. We denote by xi a queried sample and ti the corresponding tag, whereti 2 f�1; 1g. The version space V is de�ned to be V = fvj8i(hxi; vi � ti) > 0g.Let Y i = ti � xi. Then a vector v is a linear separator if 8i hY i; vi > 0. Usingmatrix notation we may further simplify notation by setting Y i to be the i'throw of matrix A and writing V = fvjAv > 0g.3 pick n normally distributed variables �1 : : : �n and normalize them by the square rootof the sum of their squares



1.2 Preliminary ObservationsUpon receiving a new sample x, the algorithm needs to decide whether to queryfor a tag. The probability for labeling x with +1 is: P+ = PrD[v 2 V +] where Dis the distribution induced on the version space V and V + = fvjAv > 0; hx; vi �0g. Similarly we de�ne V � and P� which correspond to labeling x with �1. TheQBC algorithm decides to query for a tag only when the two hypotheses disagreeon x's label and this happens with probability 2P+P�. Thus P+ and P� are allwe need in order to substitute Gibbs oracle and make this decision. Normalizingjjvjj = 1, the version space of linear separators becomes subset of n dimensionalsphere Sn. Under the uniform distribution on Sn, the value of P+ (and P�) canbe obtained by calculating n + 1 dimensional volume: P+ = Vol(V +)Vol(V) . Now V,V + and V � are convex simplexes 4 in the n + 1 dimensional unit ball. HavingP+ and P�, we can substitute the Gibbs oracle: Given a set of tagged samplesand a new sample x, query the label of x with probability 2P+P�.1.3 Few Results about Convex BodiesIn order to simulate the Gibbs oracle we seek e�cient methods for calculatingthe volume of a convex body and uniformly sampling from it. Very similar ques-tions relating convex bodies have been addressed by Dyer et. al. [4], Lovasz andSimonovits [9] and others.Theorem 2 (The Sampling Algorithm [9]). Let K be a convex body suchthat K contains at least 2=3 of the volume of the unit ball (B) and at least2=3 of the volume of K is contained in a ball of radius m such that 1 �m � n3=2. For arbitrary � > 0 there exist a sampling algorithm that usesO(n4m2 log2(1=�)(n logn+log(1=�)) operations on numbers of size O(logn) bitsand returns a vector v such that for every Lebesgue measurable set L in K:jPr(v 2 L) � Vol(L)Vol(K) j < �The algorithm uses random walks over the convex body K as its method oftraverse and it reaches every point of K with almost equal probability. To com-plete this result, Grotchel et. al. [7] used the ellipsoid method to �nd an a�netransformation Ta such that given a convex body K, B � Ta(K) � n3=2B . As-sume that the original body K is bounded in a ball of radius R and contains aball of radius r then the algorithm �nds Ta in O(n4(j log rj+ j logRj)) operationson numbers of size O(n2(j log rj+ j logRj)) bits. Before we proceed, let us elabo-rate on the meaning of these results for our needs: When applying the samplingalgorithm to the convex body V, we will get v 2 V. Since V + and V � are bothsimplexes, then they are Lebesgue measurable, hence jPr(v 2 V +) � P+j < �.Note that we are only interested in the proportions of V + and V � and the use ofthe a�ne transformation Ta preserve these proportions. The sampling algorithm4 the term simplex is used to describe a conical convex set of the type K = fv 2<njAv > 0; jjvjj � 1g. Note that it is a nonstandrd use of this term.



enables Lovasz and Simonovits to come out with an algorithm for approximatingthe volume of a convex body:Theorem 3 (Volume Approximation algorithm [9]). Let K be a convexbody5 in <n. There exists a volume approximating algorithm such that uponreceiving error parameters �; � 2 (0; 1) and numbers R and r such that K containsa ball of radius r and is contained in a ball of radius R centered at the origin,the algorithm outputs a number � such that with probability at least 1� �(1 � �)Vol(K) � � � (1 + �)Vol(K) (4)The algorithm works in time polynomial in j logRj+ j log rj,n,1=� and log(1=�).For our purposes, this algorithm can estimate the expected informationgained from the next sample. It also approximates the value of P+ (and P�)and thus we may simulate the Gibbs oracle by choosing to query for a tag withprobability 2P+(1�P+). Both the sampling algorithm and the volume approx-imation algorithm require the values of R and r. Since in our case all convexbodies are contained in the unit ball B, then �xing R = 1 will su�ce and weare left with the problem of �nding r. However, it will su�ce to �nd r such thatr�4 � r � r� where r� is the maximal radius of a ball contained in K. Moreover,we will have to show that r is not too small. The main part of this proof is toshow that if the volume of V + is not too small, then r is not too small (lemma 1).Since we learn by reducing the volume of the version space, this lemma statesthat the radius decreases in a rate proportional to the learning rate.2 Modi�ed Query By Committee AlgorithmsIn this section we present two variants of the QBC algorithm: the �rst uses ap-proximation of the volume of convex bodies, while the second uses the techniquefor sampling from convex bodies. Both algorithms are e�cient and maintainthe exponential gap between labeled and unlabeled samples. QBC" is especiallyinteresting from computational complexity perspective, while the mechanism inthe basis of QBC' enables the approximation of the maximal a-posteriori (MAP)hypothesis in Poly(logm) time as well as direct access to the expected informa-tion gain from a query.2.1 Using Volume Approximation in the QBC Algorithm (QBC')Every Sample x induces a partition of the version space V into two subsets V +and V �. Since V = V + [ V � and they are disjoint, then Vol(V) = Vol(V +) +Vol(V �) and P+ = Vol(V +)Vol(V +)+Vol(V�) . Hence, approximating these volumes re-sults in approximation of P+ that we can use instead of the original value. Inorder to use the volume approximation algorithm as a procedure, we need to5 K is assumed to be given using a separation oracle.



bound the volumes of V + and V �, i.e. �nd balls of radii r+ and r� containedin (V +) and (V �) respectively. If both volumes are not too small then the cor-responding radii are big enough and may be calculated e�ciently using convexprogramming. If one of the volumes is too small then we are guaranteed thatthe other one is not too small since Vol(V) is not too small (lemma 7). It turnsout that if one of the radii is very small then assuming that the correspondingpart is empty (i.e. the complementary part is the full version space) is enoughfor simulating the Gibbs oracle (lemma 3). The QBC' algorithm follows:Given �; � > 0 and let k be the current number of labeled samples,de�ne tk = 1024�4(k+1)4 log 8�2(k+1)23�9�2�2 , �k = 3�4�2(k+1)2 , �k = ��k48 , �k = 2�kn1. Call Sample to get a random sample x.2. Use convex programming to simultaneously calculate the values of r+ andr�, the radii of balls contained in V + and V �.3. If min(r+; r�) < �k(max(r+; r�))nThen assume that the corresponding body is empty and goto 6.4. Call the volume approximation algorithm with r+ (and r�) to get �+ (and��) such that (1� �k)Vol(V +) � �+ � (1 + �k)Vol(V +)with probability greater then 1� �k5. Let dP+ = �+�++�� , with probability 2dP+(1�dP+) call Label to get the correctlabel of x.6. If Label was not used for the last tk consecutive samples,Then call the sampling algorithm with � = �2 to give an hypothesis andstop. Else return to the beginning of the loop (step 1).With probability greater then 1� � the time complexity of QBC' is m timesPoly(n; k; 1� ; 1� ) (for each iteration). The number of samples that the algorithmuses is polynomial in the number of samples that the QBC algorithm uses.Furthermore, the exponential gap between the number of samples and numberof labeled samples still holds.2.2 Using Sampling in the QBC algorithm (QBC")Another variant of QBC is the QBC" algorithm which simulate the Gibbs oracleby sampling, almost uniformly, two hypothesis from the version space:Given �; � > 0 and let k be the current number of labeled samples,de�ne �k = 3��2(k+1)2 , tk = 8 log 4=�k��k , �k = ��k32 , �k = 2nmin(�k; 1� �k)1. Call Sample to get a random sample x.2. Call the sampling algorithm with �k and r to get two hypotheses from theversion space.



3. If the two hypotheses disagree on the label of xThen use convex programming to simultaneously calculate the values of r+and r�, the radii of the balls contained in V + and V �.4. If min(r+; r�) � �k(max(r+; r�))nThen call Label to get the correct label and choose r+ (or r�), the radiusof a ball contained in the new version space, to be used in step 2.5. If Label was not used for the last tk consecutive samples,Then call the sampling algorithm with � = �2 to give an hypothesis andstop.Else return to the beginning of the loop (step 1).QBC" is very similar to QBC' but with one major di�erence: calculating newradius is conducted almost only when the version space changes and this happensonly after querying for a tag. Hence each iteration takes O(n7 log2(1=�)(n logn+log(1=�)) operations and an extra Poly(n; 1=�; 1=�; k) is needed when a tag isasked. Due to the exponential gap between the number of samples and numberof tagged samples, this algorithm may be attractive for practical use.3 Deriving the Main ResultsWe start the analysis by presenting a useful lemma which bounds the radii ofa ball contained in a simplex as a function of its volume. The algorithms forestimating the volume of a convex body, or sampling from it, work in timepolynomial in log r (R = 1 in our case). The following lemma, gives a lowerbound on the size of r, hence will be useful for analyzing the time-complexity ofour algorithms.Lemma 1. Let K be a convex body contained in the n-dimensional unit ball B(assume n > 1). Let v = Vol(K) then there is a ball of radius r contained in Ksuch that r � 1n Vol(K)Vol(B) = v� (n+22 )n�n=2 (5)Proof. We shall assume that K is given by a �nite set of linear inequalities withthe constraint that all the points in K are within the unit ball. Let r� be thesupremum of the radii of balls contained in K, and let r � r�. We denote by @Kthe boundary of K. Then @K has a derivative at all points apart from a set ofzero measure.We construct a set S by taking a segment of length r for each point y of@K such that @K has a derivative at y. We take the segment to be in directionwhich is orthogonal to the derivative at y and pointing towards the inner partof K (see �gure 1).The assumption that r � r� implies K � S up to a set of zero measure.To show this we look at the following: Let x 2 K, then there is r̂ which is themaximal radius of a ball contained in K centered at x. If we look at the ballof radius r̂ than it intersects @K at least at one point. At this point, denote y,



Fig. 1. An example of the process of generating theset S (the gray area) by taking orthogonal segmentsto @K (the bold line). In this case, the length r (thearrow) is too small.the derivative of @K is the derivative of the boundary of the ball (the derivativeexists). Hence the orthogonal segment to y of length r̂ reaches x. Since r̂ � r� � rthen the orthogonal segment of length r from y reaches x. The only points thatmight not be in S are the points in @K where there is no derivative, but this isa set of measure zero. ThereforeVol(S) � Vol(K) = v (6)But, by the de�nition of S we can see thatVol(S) � j Z@K rj = rVol(@K) (7)Note that Vol(@K) is n � 1 dimensional volume. Hence, we conclude that v �rVol(@K) or r � vVol(@K) . This is true for every r � r� thereforer� � vVol(@K) (8)It remains to bound the size of Vol(@K). In [1] appendix C we show that the con-vex body with maximal surface is the unit ball itself (this result can be obtainedfrom the isoperimetric inequalities as well). Since the volume of n-dimensionalball is rn�n=2� (n+22 ) the n� 1 dimension volume of its surface is nrn�1�n=2� ( n+22 ) . Substitut-ing Vol(@K) with the volume of the surface of the unit ball in equation (8) weconclude that r� � v� ( n+22 )n�n=2 . utRemark 1. Perhaps the lemma is known, but we could not �nd a reference.Eggleston [5] (also quoted at M. Berger's book G�eom�etrie, 1990) gives a ratherdi�cult proof of the lower bound r � minwidth(K)2pn for n odd (for even n thebound is somewhat modi�ed). The two lower bounds seem unrelated. Moreover,width(K) seems hard to approximate by sampling.Convex programming provides the tools for e�ciently estimating the radiusof the ball contained in a simplex as shown in the statement of the next lemma(proved in App. A):



Lemma 2. Let K be a simplex contained in the unit ball de�ned by k inequali-ties. Let r� be the maximal radius of a ball contained in K. Using the ellipsoidalgorithm, it is possible to calculate a value r, such that r� � r � r�=4, in timewhich is Poly(n; j logr�j; k).We are now ready to present the main theorem for each variant of the QBCalgorithm. However, since the di�erence in the analysis of the two algorithmsprovides no further insight we chose to describe here only the proof of QBC"which seems more adequate for practical use. The interested reader may �nd adetailed proofs for both algorithms in the comprehensive version [1].Theorem 4. Let �,� > 0, let n > 1 and let c be a linear separator chosen uni-formly from the space of linear separators. Then algorithm QBC" (as describedin section 2.2) returns an hypothesis h such thatPrc;h[Prx[c(x) 6= h(x)] > �] < 1� � (9)using m0 = (n; 1=�; 1=�)O(1) samples and k0 = O(n log m0� ) labeled samples.With probability greater then 1 � �, the time complexity is m (the number ofiterations) times Poly(n; k; 1� ; 1� ) (the complexity of each iteration).Proof. Our proof consists of three parts: the correctness of the algorithm, it'ssample complexity and computational complexity. We base the proof on threelemmas which are speci�ed at App. A.In lemma 4 we show that if q is the probability that QBC will ask to tag asample x and q̂ is the probability that QBC" will ask to tag the same samplethen jq � q̂j � 4�k. Using this result, we show in lemma 6 that if the algorithmdidn't ask to tag more then tk consecutive samples and V is the version spacethen Prc;h2V [Prx[c(x) 6= h(x)] > �] � �=2 (10)therefore if we stop at this point and pick an hypothesis approximately uniformlyfrom V with picking accuracy �=2, we get an algorithmic error of no more then� and this completes the proof of the correctness of the algorithm.We now turn to discuss the sample complexity of the algorithm. FollowingFreund et. al. [6] we need to show that at any stage in the learning process thereis a uniform lower bound on the expected information gain from the next query.Freund et. al. showed that for the class of linear separators such a lower boundexists, when applying the original QBC algorithm under certain restriction onthe distribution of the linear separators and the sample space. In corollary 2 weshow that if g is such a lower bound for the original QBC algorithm then thereexists a lower bound ĝ for the QBC" algorithm such that ĝ � g � 4�k. Since�k � �� we get a uniform lower bound ĝ such that ĝ � g � 4��, so for ��su�ciently small ĝ � g=2. I.e. the expected information QBC" gain from eachquery it makes, is "almost" the same as the one gained by QBC.Having this lower-bound on the expected information gain and using theaugmented Theorem 1 , we conclude that the number of iterations QBC" will



make is bounded by Poly(n; 1� ; 1� ; 1g ) while the number of queries it will make isless then Poly(n; log 1� ; log 1� ; 1g ).Finally we would like to discuss the computational complexity of the algo-rithm. There are two main computational tasks in each iteration QBC" makes:First, the algorithm decides whether to query on the given sample. Second, ithas to compute the radii of balls contained in V + and V �.The �rst task is done using twice the algorithm which approximate uniformsampling from convex bodies in order to obtain two hypotheses. The complexityof this algorithm is polynomial in j log �kj; n; j logrj where �k is the accuracy weneed, n is the dimension and r is a radius of a ball contained in the body. Inlemma 7 we bound the size of r by showing that if the algorithm uses m samplesthen with probability greater then 1��, in every step r � �( nem )nn . Since we areinterested in log r this bound su�ce.The other task is to calculate r+ and r�, which is done using convex pro-gramming as shown in lemma 2. It will su�ce to show that at least one of themis \big enough" since we proceed in looking for the other value for no more thenanother log�k iterations (a polynomial value): From lemma 7 we know thatVol(V) � �( nem )n�n=2�( n+22 ) at every step. At least one of V + or V � has volume ofat least Vol(V)2 . Using the lower bound on the volume of V and lemma 1 weconclude that the maximal radius r � �( nem )n2n .We conclude that with probability greater then 1 � � the time-complexityof each iteration the QBC" algorithm is Poly(n; k; log 1� ; log 1�). In the �nal it-eration, the algorithm returns an hypothesis from the version space. Using thesampling algorithm this is done in polynomial time. Combined with the fact thatthere are at most m0 iterations the statement of the theorem follows. ut4 Conclusions and Further ResearchIn this paper we presented a feasible way to simulate the Gibbs oracle pick-ing almost uniformly distributed linear separators and thus reduce Query byCommittee to a standard learning model. To this purpose, we used convex pro-gramming and formed a linkage to a class of approximation methods related toconvex body sampling and volume approximation. These methods use randomwalks over convex bodies, on a grid which depends on the parameters � and �, ina similar fashion to PAC algorithms. It seems that such random walks could bedescribed using �-net terminology or alike. We thus suggest that this connectionhave further implication in Learning Theory.Freund et. al. [6] assumed the existence of the Gibbs oracle and essentiallyused the information gain only for proving convergence of the QBC algorithm(Theorem 1). The use of the volume approximation technique (i.e. QBC') pro-vides a direct access to the instantaneous information gain. This enable us tosuggest another class of algorithms, namely Information Gain Machines, which
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A lemmas for QBC"Corollary 1. Let K be a simplex in the unit ball such that the maximal radiusof the ball it contains is r. thenrn�n=2� (n+22 ) � Vol(K) � rn�n=2� (n+22 ) (11)Proof. The lower bound is obtained by taking the volume of the ball with radiusr contained in K, and the upper bound is a direct consequence of lemma 1. utProof (of lemma 2). Let A be the matrix representation of the k inequalitiesde�ning K. Given a point x 2 K, we would like to �nd r�, the maximal radiusof a ball centered at x and contained in K. Any ball contained inK and centeredat x is also contained in the unit ball (which is centered at the origin). Hence,its radius, r, must satisfy jjxjj+ r � 1. The ball with the maximal radius meetsthe boundary of K and at these points the boundary of K is tangent to thatball. If the boundary is de�ned by Aiy = 0, then the minimal distance betweenthis boundary and the point x is given by jhAi; xij = jAixj (assuming Ai isnormalized such that jjAijj2 = 1). Since x 2 K then jAixj = Aix, which impliesthat for any ball with a radius r centered at x and contained in K, 8i Aix � r.Else, the ball meets the spherical boundary thus jjxjj+r � 1. This last discussionsuggest that �nding r� may be expressed as an optimization problemr� = argmaxr frj9x s.t. jjxjj+ r � 1; Ax � rg (12)It is easy to see that this is a convex programming problem: Fix r and assumethat x does not satis�es one of the conditions which de�nes the optimizationproblem. If there exists i such that � = Aix < r then the hyper-plane de�nedby fyjAiy = �g is a separating hyper-plane. Otherwise, if jjxjj+ r > 1 then thehyper plane de�ned by fyjhy � x; xi = 0g is a separating hyper plane (this is theorthogonal hyper plane to the segment from the origin to x).To conclude we need to show that the ellipsoid algorithm can do the jobe�ciently. First notice that r� is always bounded by 1. At lemma 7 we were ableto show that r� is not worst then exponentially small. For our purposes, �ndingan r such that r � r�=4 will su�ce. Note that if r � r�=4 then the volume of aball with the radius r centered at x and contained in K is at least ( r�4 )nVol(B)where Vol(B) is the volume of the n dimensional unit ball. Hence, it is not worstthan exponentially small in log(r�) and n. Since r� is not too small, e�cientlyof the ellipsoid algorithm is guaranteed. utLemma 3. Let K1, K2 be two convex simplexes and let r1, r2 be the maximalradii of corresponding contained balls. For i = 1; 2 let vi = Vol (Ki). De�nep = v1v1+v2 , if r1 � �rn2n then p � �.Proof. From corollary 1 it follows that v1 � r1n�n=2� (n+2=2) and v2 � rn2 �n=2� (n+2=2) . There-fore v1v2 � nr1rn2 (13)



Let � � 1 . Substituting r1 � �rn2n we conclude thatp = v1v1 + v2 � v1v2 � � (14)utLemma 4. For any sample x, let q be the probability that the QBC algorithmwill query for a tag and let q̂ be the similar probability for QBC". Thenjq � q̂j � 4�k (15)Proof. We start by analyzing the case that the radii size condition of QBC" issatis�ed, i.e. min(r+; r�) � �k(max(r+; r�))n. Let p = Pru2V [u(x) = 1], thenq = 2p(1� p).The QBC" algorithm samples two hypotheses, h1 and h2, from the version-space V. The sampling algorithm guarantees thatjPrh12V [h1 2 V +]� Pr[V +]j � �k (16)and the similarly for V � and h2. Denote a = Prh12V [h1 2 V +] and b =Prh22V [h2 2 V �]. Since h1 and h2 are independent random variables thenq̂ = 2ab. Therefore, in order to bound jq�q̂j we need to maximize j2p(1�p)�2abjsubject to the restrictions jp� aj � �k and j(1� p)� bj � �k. It is easy to checkthat the maximum is achieved when ja � pj = �k and jb � (1 � p)j = �k andtherefore j2p(1� p)� 2abj � 2�k + 2�2k � 4�k (17)We now consider the case where the radii ratio condition fails. Without lossof generality, assume r+ < �k(r�)n. From lemma 3 it follows that p < n�kand by the de�nition of �k we get p < 2min(�k; 1 � �k) which means that q <4min(�k; 1 � �k)(1 � 2min(�k; 1 � �k)) < 4�k. Therefore, by de�ning q̂ = 0 wemaintain the di�erence jq � q̂j � 4�k. utLemma 5. Let L be any samples �ltering algorithm. For any sample x, let qbe the probability that the QBC algorithm will query for a tag and let q̂ be thecorresponding probability for L and assume jq � q̂j � . Let g be a lower boundon the expected information gain for QBC. Then there exists a lower bound onthe expected information gain for L, denoted by ĝ, such thatĝ � g �  (18)Proof. Let r(x) be the density function over the sample space X. Let p(x) bethe probability that x is tagged 1, i.e. p(x) = Pru2V [u(x) = 1], then q(x) =2p(x)(1� p(x)). Since g is a lower bound on the expected information gain forthe QBC algorithm then g � Zx r(x)q(x)H(p(x))dx (19)



since jq � q̂j � , the expected information gain for L is bounded byZx r(x)q̂(x)H(p(x))dx � Zx r(x)q(x)H(p(x))dx�  � g �  (20)taking a close enough lower bound ĝ for the leftmost term, the statement of thelemma follows. utCorollary 2. Let g be a lower bound on the expected information gain of theQBC algorithm. From lemmas 4 and 5 it follows that there exists ĝ � g � 4�ksuch that ĝ is a lower bound on the expected information gain of QBC".Lemma 6. Assume that after getting k labeled samples, algorithm QBC" doesnot query for a tag in the next tk consecutive samples. If c is a concept chosenuniformly from the version space and h is the hypothesis returned by QBC", thenPrc;h[Prx[c(x) 6= h(x)] > �] � �=2 (21)Proof. We de�ne bad pair to be a pair of hypotheses from the version space thatdi�er on more then proportion � of the samples. We will want the algorithm tostop only when the queries it made form an ��; �k4 �-net, i.e. if two hypothesesare picked independently from the version space, the probability that they forma bad pair is less then �k4 . We will show that if the algorithm did not make aquery for tk consecutive samples, then the probability that the queries sampleddo not form an ��� �k4 �-net, is bounded by �k=4.Let W = f(h1; h2) jPrx[h1(x) 6= h2(x)] � �g. If Pr[W ] � �k=4 then the prob-ability that (c; h) is a bad pair is bounded by �k=4 (when picked uniformly).Wewould like to bound the probability that Pr[W ] > �k=4 when QBC" didn't queryfor a tag for tk at the last consecutive samples:If Pr[W ] > �k=4, then the probability that the QBC algorithm will query fora tag is greater then ��k=4. From lemma 4 we conclude that the probability thatthe QBC" algorithm will query for a tag is greater then ��k=4� 4�k. Pluggingin �k = ��k32 we conclude that the probability that QBC" will query for a tag isgreater then ��k=8. Therefore, the probability that it won't query for a tag tkconsecutive samples is bounded by (1���k=8)tk. Using the well known relation(1� ")n � e�n" and plugging in tk = 8 log 4=�k��k it follows that(1� ��k8 )tk � e�tk ��k8 = e� 8��k log 4=�k8��k = elog( �k4 ) = �k4 (22)Hence, Prx1;x2;:::[Pr[W ] > �k=4] � �k=4. Thus if the algorithm stops after tkconsecutive unlabeled samples, the probability of choosing an hypothesis whichforms a bad pair with the target concept is lower then �k=2, since the probabilityofW being bigger then �k=4 is less then �k=4, and if it is smaller than �k=4 thenthe probability for mistake is bounded by �k=4. Since �k = 3��2(k+1)2 it followsthat Pk �k = �=2 and we get the stated result. ut



Lemma 7. Let a > 0 and let m be the number of calls to the Sample Oraclethat QBC" (or QBC') makes (assume m � n) then the following holds withprobability greater then 1� 2�a:Each intermediate version space the algorithm generates has a volume greaterthan 2�a( dem )d�n=2�(n+22 ) , and there is a ball of radius greater than 2�a( dem )dn containedin it.Proof. The �nal version space, the one that is being used when the algorithmstops, is the smallest of all intermediate version spaces. Moreover, if the algorithmwas not �ltering out samples, but querying labels for all samples, then the �nalversion space would have been smaller. Since we are interested in the worst case,we will assume that the algorithm did not �lter out any sample.FixX a vector of samples, while Xm is its �rst m samples. Let c be a conceptchosen from 
. Xm divides 
, the set of all concepts, to equivalence sets, twoconcepts are in the same set if they give the same label to all m samples inXm. If 
 has a VC-dimension d, we know from Sauer's lemma that the numberof equivalence sets is bounded by � emd �d. Using the distribution Prc over 
 itfollows that Prc h� logPr [C] � a + d log emd i � 2�a (23)where C is the equivalence set of c. We now turn to discuss the special case oflinear separators and the uniform distribution over the unit ball, i.e. 
. Notethat if V is the version space after getting the labels for Xm, then V = C.Therefore Pr[C] = Vol(V)Vol(B) where Vol(B) is the volume of the n-dimensional unitball. Using (23) we getPrc h� logVol(V) � a+ d log emd � logVol(B)i � 2�a (24)Assume that� logVol(V) � a+d log emd �logVol(B) (this is true with probabilitygreater then 1�2�a), from lemma 1 we know that there is a ball in V with radiusr such that r � Vol(V)�( n+22 )n�n=2 . We conclude that there is a ball in V with radiusr such that r � 2�a � dem �dVol(B)� �n+22 �n�n=2 (25)ut


